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Testing the large coupling of the Higgs boson to b-quarks is particularly relevant in order to probe
the Higgs Sector, providing at the same time an important input to many new physics searches
with final states containing this Higgs decay. These proceedings present the first results of the
observation of H→ bb decays and further measurements involving this decay channel, using data
from the LHC proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of

√
s = 13 TeV. The differ-

ential cross-section of Higgs production in association with a vector boson was measured in the
context of the simplified template cross-section and is presented here along with an interpretation
based on the effective field theory framework. Moreover, an inclusive search for large momentum
H→ bb decays is summarised.
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1. Introduction

Measurements of Higgs boson production using decays to two b-quarks with the ATLAS de-
tector [1] are summarised. With a branching ratio of 58% for mH = 125 GeV, the H → bb decay
is the dominant one in the Standard Model (SM) and drives the Higgs total width, a quantity to
which the LHC experiments have very low sensitivity. Measurements of this process allows the
Higgs couplings to be further constrained and to place limits on the branching fraction allowed for
possible exotic decays.

Inclusive searches are disfavoured due to the large QCD background, but signal sensitivity
is recovered in the regime where the Higgs is produced with high momentum, as presented in
Section 5. However, the golden channel to perform H→ bb studies is via vector boson associated
production, V H, with V = W,Z. The leptonic decay of the vector boson provides a good trigger
and efficiently reduces competing backgrounds. This analysis is presented in Section 2 for the
LHC Run 2 data set. The results, shown in Section 3, are combined with other final states and with
Run 1 data, yielding the observation of H→ bb decays and V H production. Furthermore, Section 4
presents the V H cross-section (σV H) measurements in the context of the Simplified Template Cross
Section (STXS) and their interpretation in the context of Effective Field Theory (EFT).

2. V H(H→ bb) analysis

The analysis is designed to reconstruct the leptonic decays of the vector boson, in three chan-
nels: 0-lepton (Z→ νν), 1-lepton (W → lν) and 2-leptons (Z→ ll), where lepton here designates
an electron or a muon [2]. The 0-lepton channel employs a missing transverse energy (MET) trigger
and events with MET > 150 GeV are selected offline. Events in the 1-lepton channel pass single
electron or MET triggers. Offline, the events are required to have 1 isolated electron or muon with
pT >27 or 25 GeV, respectively. The 2-lepton channel also uses single lepton triggers and requires
2 electrons or muons. The H → bb candidate is selected requiring 2 (or 3) final state jets, built
from calorimeter energy clusters grouped using the jet finding algorithm anti-kt with radius pa-
rameter 0.4. The two leading jets should be identified as originating from b-quark fragmentation.
This is achieved with the b-tagging algorithm MV2, that gathers information from the tracking
system (such as track displacement and the existence of multiple vertices) to build a multivariate
discriminant.

The distributions of the MET, transverse mass of the reconstructed W , and the invariant mass
of the lepton pair are presented in Figure 1 for the 0-,1- and 2-lepton channels. The background
contribution is obtained from Monte Carlo simulation: Z+jets dominates in the 0- and 2-lepton
channels, while top pair production (tt̄) and W+jets are the main backgrounds in the 1-lepton case.
A sample pure in tt̄ is obtained by using 2-lepton events with different flavour leptons (eµ), allow-
ing to constrain this important background with collision data. Similarly, a control region for the
W+heavy flavour (HF) jets background is defined in the 1-lepton channel1.

A Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) is employed to improve the sensitivity to the signal, as shown
in Figure 2. The data are analysed with a profile likelihood binned fit of the simulation of the BDT

1By selecting events for which the invariant mass of the bb system is incompatible with the SM Higgs mass (mbb
< 75 GeV), and for which the system composed of `νb has mass well above the SM top value: mtop > 225 GeV.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the MET, W candidate pT and invariant mass of the 2 lepton system in the (left)
0-, (middle) 1- and (right) 2-lepton channels, respectively [2].

Figure 2: Distribution of the BDT output in the (left) 0-, (middle) 1- and (right) 2-lepton channels [2].

distribution in the signal regions, and the mbb distribution (event yield) in the top-eµ (W+HF jets)
control regions. The scales of the main backgrounds are determined from data and the uncertainties
of the analysis are implemented as fit nuisance parameters.

A total integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1of
√

s=13 TeV proton-proton collision data were
analysed. The signal significance observed in data reaches up to 5σ above the expected back-
ground, as can be seen in Figure 3. The measured signal strength was µ = 1.16+0.27

−0.25 and the cor-
responding observed (expected) significance was 4.9 (4.3)σ . The results are cross-checked with a
cut-based analysis yielding compatible signal measurements. Figure 3 also presents the respective
signal peak subtracted from background.

3. Observation of H→ bb decays and V H production

The H → bb signal is observed by combining the Run 1 and Run 2 V H analyses results,
and H → bb searches using different Higgs production mechanisms, namely: tt̄H, vector boson
fusion (VBF), and gluon fusion (ggF) [2]. The significance reaches 5.4σ . Figure 4 shows the
signal strength measurement, and the impact of each final state in the combined result, with V H
production standing out as the most precise. Conversely, H → bb is the dominant contribution to
the analysis that led to the 5.3σ observation of V H production, involving the combination with
the H → γγ and H → ZZ → 4l final states, as shown in Figure 4. The WH and ZH modes are
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Figure 3: (Left) Combined post-fit event yields in bins of signal significance (log10(S/B)), and ex-
pected/observed deviation of data with respect to the background-only scenario (in standard deviation units
(σ )). (Right) Background-subtracted post-fit distribution of mbb in the cut-based analysis [2].

Figure 4: (Left) Measured H→ bb signal strength split by the different final states (VBF+ggF, tt̄H and V H)
and combination. (Middle) Signal strength separated by WH and ZH production. (Right) Observed and
expected significances of the V H production in the different final states and combining all final states [2].

separately measured in the dominant decay channel. All measurements are compatible with the
SM prediction, within the limits of their uncertainties.

4. Measurement of the V H cross section in the STXS and EFT interpretaion

The V H(H→ bb) process was used to measure the V H differential cross-section (σV H) within
the STXS framework [3]. This framework is designed to probe the Higgs cross-section σH in
the various production modes, using exclusive regions of phase space for which the granularity is
increased as more collision data is acquired and statistics allows. For V H, the measurement is a
function of the vector boson transverse momentum (pV

T ), and the WH and ZH modes are separated.
The acceptance of the analysis regions to the STXS bins is presented in Figure 5. The cross-

section σV H is measured for each STXS bin by fitting the corresponding signal template, exem-
plified in Figure 5, to the BDT output distribution in data. 2 Figure 6 shows the results, the SM
prediction, and the good agreement between the two.

2The lower pV
T bins are not measured due to the poor acceptance.
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Figure 5: (Left) Acceptance of the analysis regions (y−axis) to the STXS bins (x−axis). (Right) Back-
ground and signal BDT distribution, and simulated template of the BDT distribution for two STXS bins [3].

Figure 6: (Left) Measured and predicted σV H in the various STXS bins. (Right) Expected and observed
limits on the cHW EFT coefficient [3].

These results are then interpreted in the context of EFT to investigate the HVV coupling ver-
tex [3]. Broadly speaking, the EFT framework adds extra terms to the SM Lagrangian to model
possible anomalous Higgs couplings. Then, Higgs measurements are used to place constraints on
the strength ci of the new interaction terms. Recasting the STXS results, the cHW and cW − cB are
constrained to few percent, at 95% confidence level (CL), shown in Figure 6 for the case of cHW .
These two coefficients are 0 if the HVV coupling is SM-like. Otherwise, the σWH/ZH is affected
by contributions resulting from the EFT extra terms.

5. Inclusive search for H→ bb in the high momentum regime

New physics is more expected to be revealed at high energies, where the Higgs is produced
with a large boost. In this regime, the leading order signature of H→ bb is characterised by a large
radius jet with two sub-b-jets.

ATLAS performed an inclusive search for boosted resonances, where the H → bb decay is
included [4]. The signal is reconstructed as a large radius R=1.0 jet with pT >480 GeV, recoiling
against a second large radius jet. The invariant mass of the signal-candidate jet is analysed in the
range between 70 and 230 GeV. To improve the resolution, jets are trimmed and their mass is
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Figure 7: (Left) Post-fit distribution of the signal candidate large radius jet mass including all backgrounds
and successively removing the QCD, top and V +jets backgrounds. (Right) Signal strength of the H+jets
(µH ) and V +jets (µV ) processes [4].

calibrated combining information from the tracking detector. The backgrounds are composed of
W/Z+jets and top. The dominant QCD background is determined with data-driven methods. The
post-fit distribution of the leading jet mass, obtained by analysing 80.5 fb−1of data, are presented
in Figure 7. As a cross-check, the analysis includes a 5σ measurement of V +jets production. For
the boosted H+jets, the observed signal significance is 1.6σ . Figure 7 shows the signal strength of
the two processes, both compatible with the SM prediction within the uncertainties.

6. Summary

The H → bb decays were used in a prolific set of measurements with the ATLAS experiment
at the LHC. First, the observation of H → bb with a signal strength of µ = 1.01±0.20 confirmed
the Higgs coupling to the down-type quark sector. Then, the V H differential cross-section was
measured in bins of the STXS. The results are compatible with the SM within the uncertainties,
which are largely dominated by the data statistics. These results were recast in terms of limits
to additional effective theory operators, possibly affecting the HVV interaction vertex: cHW and
cW − cB are limited to few percent at 95% CL. Finally, an inclusive search for H → bb in the high
momentum regime was performed, reaching an observed signal significance level of 1.6σ .
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